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Abstract
Introduction. The possibility that deep brain stimulation (DBS) in Parkinson’s disease (PD) alters
patients’ competence of decisions and actions, even temporarily, raises important clinical, ethical
and legal questions. Abnormal moral decision-making can lead to ethical rules violations. Previous
experiments demonstrated the subthalamic (STN) activation during moral decision-making. Here
we aim to study whether STN DBS can affect moral decision-making in PD patients.
Methods. Eleven patients with PD with bilateral STN DBS implant performed a computerized
moral task in ON and OFF conditions. A control group of PD patients without DBS implant
underwent the same experimental protocol. All patients underwent a motor, cognitive and
psychological assessment.
Results. STN stimulation is not able to modify neither reaction times nor responses to moral task
both comparing the ON and OFF state in the same patient (reaction times, p = .416) and also
comparing patients treated with DBS versus those treated only with the best medical treatment
(reaction times: p = .408, responses: p = .776).
Conclusions. Moral judgment is the result of a complex process, that requires cognitive executive
functions, problem-solving, anticipations of consequences of an action, conflict processing,
emotional evaluation of context and of possible outcomes, and involves different brain areas and
neural circuits. Our data show that STN DBS leaves unaffected moral decisions and therefore that
the perturbation by DBS of a single part of this brain network does not affect the entire system
functioning. In conclusion, the technique can be considered safe on moral behavior.
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Introduction
Despite its undoubtedly beneficial effects on motor symptoms and quality of life [1], subthalamic
deep brain stimulation (STN DBS) in patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) can alter decisionmaking and behavior, becoming an ethical and social challenge for personality, moral agency and
action responsibility [2-4].
STN has a role in premature and impulsive response selection [5, 6] and its stimulation increases
impulsivity during conflictual decisions [7]. However, the experimental work in this field provided
heterogeneous results. Some experiments involving high-conflict decision task demonstrated
increased errors during STN DBS [7-12], and others reported that impulse control disorders can
occur [13-15] or worsen with DBS [13, 16]. Conversely, others found no DBS effects on behavior
[13, 16] or showed that impulse control disorders can even improve after DBS [14, 16-20].
Although impulsive decision-making and changes in behavior are reversible decreasing DBS
strength, turning DBS off, or with an appropriate management of drug treatment[21], the possibility
that DBS can alter patients’ competence of decision and of action, even temporarily, raises
important clinical, ethical and legal questions.
An altered competence of decision and action can be reflected in an abnormal moral decisionmaking, also possibly inducing ethical rules violations[22]. We have previously shown that STN is
actively involved in moral decisions in PD patients through a specific neurophysiological
modulation [23]. This however did not address the STN DBS effect on moral decisions because
STN activity could just mirror the activation of other brain structures.
Here we aim to study whether STN DBS can affect moral decision-making by comparing the
performances during a moral task [23] of PD patients in ON and OFF DBS conditions to those of
PD patients without DBS implant.
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Materials and Methods
Patients
We recruited eleven patients with idiopathic PD (5 men and 6 women; mean ± standard deviation:
age 63 ± 4.8 years, disease duration 11.9 ± 4.3 years, education 8.7 ± 4.2 years) and with bilateral
STN DBS implant occurred no less than 6 months before the experiment and with optimal
stimulation parameters (experimental group). The control group included eleven patients with
idiopathic PD and without DBS implant (6 men and 5 women; mean ± standard deviation: age 65 ±
9.2 years, disease duration 7.5 ± 3.7 years, education 10.9 ± 3.6 years) who were treated with the
best medical treatment for PD.
All participants did not present behavioral nor psychiatric disorders, and all of them spoke native
Italian (Table 1). Patients were recruited at the Fondazione IRCCS Ca’ Granda Ospedale Maggiore
Policlinico, Milan and at the Neurological Institute C. Mondino, Pavia. All patients gave written
informed consent. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and
approved by the institutional review board.

Neuropsychological assessment
To exclude cognitive impairment all patients underwent a complete neuropsychological evaluation
that includes the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) [24], short and long term memory tests
(Digit Span (Orsini et al., 1987), Corsi Block-Tapping test (Orsini et al., 1987), Babcock Story
Recall Test (Novelli et al., 1986a), a logical deductive reasoning test (Raven Colored Progressive
Matrices (Basso et al., 1987)), executive functions tests (frontal assessment battery – FAB
(Apollonio et al., 2005), Phonological Verbal Fluency test (Novelli et al., 1986b)), an attention test
(Attentional Matrices (Spinnler & Tognoni, 1987a)) and a constructional apraxia test (Costructional
Apraxia Test (Spinnler & Tognoni, 1987b)) (Table 2).
The neuropsychological battery was performed twice by the experimental group: before DBS
surgery and 6 months after DBS surgery.
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Moral task
The moral task is described in Fumagalli et al., 2011 [23]. Patients were tested during the best ONdrug medication condition. The experimental group performed the task in the STN DBS ON
condition and in the STN DBS OFF condition in random order. For the STN DBS OFF condition,
the DBS device was turned off by the physician 30 minutes prior to the session.
Two parallel versions of the moral task were used and, as well as stimulation conditions, the
versions of the task were randomized and counterbalanced (Figure 1A).
The control group similarly performed the moral task twice with the same time intervals, without
the STN DBS manipulation. RTs and types of response (agree, disagree) were stored for further
analysis (Figure 1A).

Motor, cognitive and psychological assessment
Patients underwent a motor, cognitive and psychological assessment by using the UPDRS III, the
MMSE [24], and five 100 mm Visual Analogue Scales (VASs) [25]: a mood VAS (0 corresponding
to good mood), a happiness VAS (0 corresponding to happiness), an anxiety VAS (0 corresponding
to anxiety), a movement difficulty VAS (0 corresponding to absence of motor difficulty) and a
motor fatigue VAS (0 corresponding to maximum motor fatigue). VASs were performed twice: in
STN DBS ON and OFF conditions for experimental group, and in the first and the second
experimental session for the control group. UPDRS III and MMSE were evaluated when patients
from the experimental group were in STN DBS ON condition (Figure 1B) and when control
patients were in the first session.

Statistical Analyses
Neuropsychological assessment
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In the experimental group, corrected scores obtained by all tests performed before DBS surgery and
6 months after DBS surgery were compared by paired t-tests for dependent sample.
To compare neuropsychological performances of the experimental group before and after DBS
surgery and the control group, respectively two paired t-tests for independent sample were run
(Table 2).

RTs
Normality test was performed on RTs with One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test. To evaluate
whether RTs obtained at the moral task by the experimental group differed in ON and OFF
stimulation, a two-way ANOVA was run with sentence type (moral conflictual, moral non
conflictual, and neutral) and DBS stimulation (ON, OFF) as within factors.
To evaluate the role of gender, a three-way mixed-model ANOVA was applied with sentence type
(moral conflictual, moral non conflictual, and neutral) and DBS stimulation (ON, OFF) as within
factors and gender as between factor (man, woman).
The role of education was investigated using a three-way mixed-model ANOVA with sentence type
(moral conflictual, moral non conflictual, and neutral) and DBS stimulation (ON, OFF) as within
factors and education as between factor (5, 8, 13, 17 years of education).
The same analyses were performed on the control group RTs comparing the two sessions in place of
DBS conditions (session 1, session 2).
To assess whether the experimental and the control group were comparable, paired t-tests were
calculated for the following variables: age, disease duration, education, levodopa equivalent dose,
UPDRS III score, MMSE score, VASs scores (in ON stimulation for the experimental group, in the
session 1 for the control group). A chi-square test was run to evaluate whether the experimental and
the control groups differed for gender.
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To compare RTs obtained in the experimental and control groups, a three-way ANOVA was run
with group (experimental, control group), condition (ON/OFF, session 1/session 2) and sentence
type (moral conflictual, moral non conflictual, and neutral) as within factors.

Type of Response
Normality test was performed on type of response with One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test.
Because responses to moral sentences cannot be defined as correct or incorrect, to analyze the type
of response, the most frequent response given by the control group for each moral conflictual and
moral non conflictual sentence was considered as the reference response. The percentage of
reference-like responses, that is the percentage of responses given at each sentence by the
experimental group in ON and in OFF stimulation that agrees with the reference response, was
calculated. For example, at the sentence Abortion is a murder the majority of patients from the
control group responded “I agree” (reference response). The percentage of patients from the
experimental group tested in ON stimulation that agreed with the sentence was 45% (percentage of
reference-like response in ON), and the percentage of patients from the experimental group and in
OFF stimulation that agreed with the sentence was 36% (percentage of reference-like response in
OFF). To assess whether DBS stimulation affects the type of response, paired t-tests between
percentage of reference-like response in ON and OFF stimulation in moral conflictual and moral
non conflictual sentences were performed.
Motor and psychological variables
Normality test was performed for mood VAS, happiness VAS, anxiety VAS, movement difficulty
VAS, movement fatigue VAS with One-Sample Kolmogorov- Smirnov Test.
In the experimental group, the effect of DBS stimulation was assessed with paired t-test for each
variable. Differences were considered significant at p < .05.
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Results
Neuropsychological assessment
In the experimental group, no significant differences were found between neuropsychological tests
performed before DBS surgery and 6 months after DBS surgery.
The comparison between neuropsychological performances obtained by the experimental group
tested before DBS surgery and the control group revealed a significant difference only in the shortterm verbal memory test (Digit Span), that was better performed by the control group. However,
both groups (in mean) performed this task normally.
By comparing neuropsychological performances obtained by the experimental group tested 6
months after DBS surgery and the control group, data showed that there was only a significant
different performance at the MMSE score, that was higher in the control group, but in both groups
indicated a non pathological performance (Table 2).
RTs
One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test on RTs for moral conflictual, moral non conflictual, and
neutral sentences collected from both experimental and control groups were normally distributed (p
> .05 for all variables).
In the experimental group, analysis showed that RTs significantly differed between sentence types
(moral conflictual, moral non conflictual, and neutral) but that RTs are unaffected neither by DBS
stimulation, nor gender nor education.
Results in the control group resembled those in the experimental group: RTs were significantly
different between the three sentence types, but did not differ considering the session, gender and
education.
Comparing the experimental and control group, cognitive, psychological and motor variables
revealed that groups did not differ for age, disease duration, years of education, levodopa equivalent
dose, MMSE score, VASs scores, UPDRS III score, and gender.
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Comparing the two groups (Figure 2), data revealed that RTs were similar in DBS and control
patients (Table 3).

Response type
One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for moral conflictual, moral non conflictual and neutral
responses obtained by patients from the experimental group in ON and OFF stimulation and by
patients from the control group in the session1 and 2 showed a normal distribution (p > .05 for all
variables).
In ON and OFF stimulation the percentage of reference-like responses for moral conflictual
sentences did not differ, nor it did the percentage of reference-like responses for moral non
conflictual sentences (Table 3) (Figure 3).

Motor and psychological variables
One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests for mood VAS, happiness VAS, anxiety VAS, movement
difficulty VAS, movement fatigue VAS for both experimental (ON and OFF stimulation) and
control groups (session 1, session 2) revealed that all variables were normally distributed (p > .05
for all variables). In the experimental group, VASs were not influenced by DBS condition. The
same was observed in the control group, considering the effect of session (Table 3).

Discussion
This study aimed to investigate whether electrical STN stimulation can affect moral decisions.
Findings revealed that STN DBS does not modify reaction times and type of responses in the moral
task in PD patients. A point of strength of our work is that there was no change both comparing the
ON and OFF state in the same patient, and also comparing patients treated with DBS versus those
receiving only the best medical treatment. The negative findings in both the comparisons showed
that both stimulation per se and the surgical procedure per se have no effect on moral decision.
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We have previously shown in PD patients in ON dopaminergic therapy, that STN activity, recorded
by local field potentials (LFPs), during the same moral task used here is specifically modulated by
sentence type: the low frequency LFP oscillation (5-13 Hz) significantly increases during moral
conflictual sentences, and not during moral non conflictual and neutral sentences [23]. These
findings show that the moral task is an appropriate tool to study the relationship between morality
and STN, and that STN is involved in moral decision-making. Following these observations, in the
present study we have shown that DBS interference on STN electrical activity does not result in
moral decision alterations. We hypothesized that STN, although implicated in moral decisions, is
not the core moral structure, and moreover, that a specific brain structure for morality does not
exists, indeed, the ‘moral brain’ consists of a large functional network including both cortical and
subcortical anatomical structures. This anatomically pervasive moral system reflects the complexity
of moral function, that involves other emotional, behavioural and cognitive processes, such as
theory of mind, problem-solving, anticipations of consequences of an action, conflict processing,
emotional evaluation of context and of possible outcomes [22]. To argue that STN DBS is not able
to interfere with moral decisions, we have showed that all patients did not present cognitive deficits
and that neuropsychological performance remains stable and unaffected by DBS: efficient moral
decision processing implies an undamaged cognitive system. From an evolutive point of view, the
complexity of moral decision-making associated to a normal cognition ensures that a focal brain
damage or a brain alteration through electrical stimulation cannot disrupt morality, preserving
human being from pervasive abnormal morality.
Assuming that moral judgments are produced by general, not-specific mechanisms of evaluation
and decision (Shenhav and Greene 2010), we compare our findings with studies about STN and
(non moral) conflictual decision-making. Our results disagree with studies demonstrating that STN
DBS has a negative impact on executive control during attention-demanding tasks or in situations of
conflict when habitual or prepotent responses have to be inhibited [10, 12, 26, 29]. An explanation
for this discrepancy could be that moral conflictual decisions are processed in a different way than
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economic and other conflictual decisions. Hence, not all the decisions are affected by STN DBS in
PD, thus confirming the multi-faceted nature of decisional processes.
Because moral decision-making reflects the competence of decision and action [22], these findings
suggest relevant clinical and ethical implications for DBS consequences on patients’ behavior, on
decision-making and on judgment ability. We have shown that patients with PD maintain their
ability to decide and to judge in moral and ethical fields independently of STN stimulation. It
suggest that DBS is a safe procedure and unaltered moral thinking and ability to judge good and bad
seems to be guaranteed.
Limitations of the study are the small patients sample and the absence of evaluation of mood
changes with standard tests: further confirmations of our findings are needed.
Despite these faults, our findings suggest that patients with STN DBS maintain their ability to
decide in various domains, such as in choosing medical treatment or financial arrangements [30], or
in relevant professional choices, especially for those patients whose social position makes them
responsible for others, for example, physicians, company leaders and politicians.
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FIGURE LEGENDS
Figure 1. Moral task and experimental protocol. (A) Examples of moral conflictual, moral non
conflictual and neutral statements. During the task, participants read the sentence on the PC screen:
if they agreed/disagreed with the statement they pressed the “A”/“L” key. A black screen was
displayed (1 s) before the next statement appeared on the screen. (B) Timeline for the experimental
protocol.
Figure 2. Moral task RTs. Histograms represent mean RTs (ms) for moral conflictual, moral non
conflictual and neutral sentences in the experimental group in ON and OFF STN DBS conditions
and in the control group in the session 1 and 2. Y-axis: mean RTs (ms). Error bars are standard error
of the mean.
Figure 3. Moral task percentage of reference-like responses. Histograms represent the
percentage of reference-like responses in the experimental group in moral conflictual and moral non
conflictual sentences in ON and OFF stimulation. Y-axis: reference-like responses expresses as
percentage. Error bars are standard error of the mean.
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